Eastman Park Micrographics (EPM) Continues Investment in Reference Archive
Solutions with New Software Release
IMAGELINK Application Software Version 4 provides significantly faster throughput for the 4800 and
9600 series Archive Writers.
Dallas, TX – Eastman Park Microfilm (EPM) is pleased to announce the newest version of the IMAGELINK ™
9600 Application Software for the IMAGELINK family of Archive Writers. Responding to continued market
developments in document scanning and electronic document creation, Version 4 combines updated
imaging tools with other enhancements to provide:
 significantly faster conversion speeds for a wide variety of image formats and file types, including
up to 80% for PDF files. When using Input Processor to pre‐convert images and verify job setups,
or when converting “on the fly”, faster conversion saves time and increases overall throughput.
 enhanced image quality for multi‐bit images.
 lower cost when processing Microsoft Office documents. Version 4 includes converters for
standard Microsoft Office application formats, eliminating the need to purchase and install
additional licenses.
Version 4 also provides a path forward for customers upgrading their PCs or moving to Windows 8 and 10
operating systems. Earlier versions of IMAGELINK Application Software support through Windows 7.
When used in conjunction with the 4800 and 9600 series Archive Writers, the
IMAGELINK™ 9600 Application Software is ideal for converting digitally created
or scanned compound business documents to compact, permanent images
preserved on trusted IMAGELINK Reference Archive Media.
The IMAGELINK 9600 Series Archive Writers are designed and tested to perform
and yield optimum results when used as part of the Reference Archive System
including IMAGELINK Archive Writers, IMAGELINK RA film and IMAGELINK
processing chemicals. This 16mm, high‐quality microfilm is ISO/ANSI‐certified for
a life expectancy of a minimum 500 years when properly processed and stored
under controlled conditions.
The portfolio of EPM Reference Archive products provides an inexpensive and secure solution to the
hazard of digital‐only records storage of critical business documents. Reference archiving technology
copies the records you wish to secure onto ISO‐standard archival media. All the information included in
the original record is captured, in context. These non‐volatile documents can be accessed electronically to
authenticate current activities, such as an online transaction, or to support audit activities triggered by
regulatory activities and legal actions. Long‐term access and retrieval is secure.
For additional information, contact EPM at info@epminc.com
Eastman Park Micrographics was formed in March 2011 upon the purchase of the micrographic business from Eastman Kodak
Company, including the ongoing rights to manufacture and sell former branded Kodak micrographics equipment. EPM now
markets its media and equipment under its trademark IMAGELINK brand. EPM’s mission is to develop and supply the microfilm
materials and equipment to address the needs of the preservation market worldwide. In January 2013, EPM entered into a long‐
term worldwide master supply agreement with Agfa to provide additional IMAGELINK‐branded micrographic products and photo
chemicals to the market.

